Numeracy
Fractions: Pupils will learn to add, multiply
and divide fractions and convert between
proper and improper fractions, ordering
fractions when required.
Division: Pupils will learn to divide a four
digit number by a one digit using the bus
stop method recording remainders when
appropriate.
Measurement: Pupils will learn to convert
between units of metric measure and use
approximate
equivalences
between
metric and imperial units.

Art
Picasso – self-portraits: Pupils will spend
Time investigating the work of Pablo
Picasso, his use of abstraction and the
influence of African masks on his work.
Following this pupils will use themselves as
a muse to create an subtracted self-portrait
including Picasso’s unique use of colour.

ICT
We are web developers: Pupils will work to
create a website that explains e-safety to
a young audience adding artwork,
audio and video to encourage
responsible online behaviour.

Ark Franklin Curriculum Map
Autumn Term – Year 5
R.E
Hinduism and Christianity: Pupils will explore sacred
stories explaining the origins of religions, developing an
appreciation for different beliefs and values.

Science
Earth and Space: Pupils will develop
an appreciation for the planets and
planetary motion thinking about sunrise,
sunset, the seasons and the reasoning
behind eclipses. They will also think about
gravitational pull, the Earth’s crust and
tectonic plates.

Music

Literacy

Ukulele: pupils will learn to a variety of new summertime
songs for the ukulele in preparation for their December
performance.

Writing in role: Pupils will examine ‘The
Witches’ by Roald Dahl and write in role as
Luke to express and convey the emotions
he feels during his adventure.

History
Anglo Saxons: Pupils will examine Anglo Saxon
settlements and the excavations that have informed what
we now know. They will also look at the beliefs at this time
including paganism and the rise of Christianity. Viking raids
will also be learnt about, understanding why they were so
effective and what their underlying goals were.

PE (Monday)

Spanish

Hockey

Sports and daily routines

Basketball

Outdoor Learning
Reconnecting with nature,
conservation and survival skills

Newspaper articles: Pupils will learn to
succinctly inform the reader about an
event adding detail and eye-witnesses to
provide a clear picture of that which has
occurred.
Persuasive texts: Pupils will use emotive
language and evidence to persuade a
reader to agree with their viewpoint.
Myths and legends: Pupils will write a
myth including features of sorcery and
magic to intrigue, fascinate and pull the
reader into their unique story.
Poetry: Children will write a series of
winter themed poems using rhyme.

